Abstract. The beautiful quartic Diophantine equation A 4 + hB 4 = C 4 + hD 4 , where h is a fixed arbitrary positive integer, has been studied by some mathematicians for many years. Although Choudhry, Gerardin and Piezas presented solutions of this equation for many values of h, the solutions were not known for arbitrary positive integer values of h. In a separate paper (see the arxiv), the authors completely solved the equation for arbitrary values of h, and worked out many examples for different values of h, in particular for the values which has not already been given a solution. Our method, give rise to infinitely many solutions and also infinitely many parametric solutions for the equation for arbitrary rational values of h. In the present paper, we use the above solutions as well as a simple idea to show that how some numbers can be written as the sums of two, three, four, five, or more biquadrates in two different ways. In particular we give examples for the sums of 2, 3, · · · , and 10, biquadrates expressed in two different ways.
see [S.T] .
Gerardin and Piezas found solutions of this equation when h is given by polynomials of degrees 5, and 2, respectively, (See [T.P] , [S.T] ). Also Choudhry presented several new solutions of this equation when h is given by polynomials of degrees 2, 3, and 4. (See [A.C2]) In a seprate paper, by using the elliptic curves theory, we completely solved the above Diophantine equation for every arbitrary rational values of h, in particular, for every arbitrary positive integer values of h, (See [I.B] ). In this paper by using the results of the previous paper as well as a simple idea, we easily show that how some numbers can be written as the sums of two, three, four, five, or more biquadrates in two different ways.
Our main result is the following:
i , where n ≥ 2, is a fixed arbitrary natural number, has infinitely many nontrivial positive integer solutions. Furthermore, we may obtain infinitely many parametric solutions for the aforementioned Diophantine equation. This shows that how some numbers can be written as the sums of many biquadrates in two different ways.
Firstly, we prove the following theorem, which is our main theorem in the pervious paper, then this theorem easily implies the above main result.
The Diophantine equation
Theorem 2.1. The Diophantine equation :
where h is an arbitrary rational number, has infinitely many integer positive solutions. Furthermore, we may obtain infinitely many parametric solutions for the above Diophantine equation as well. Moreover, we have
, this also solves the equation of the form uA 4 + vB 4 = uC 4 + vD 4 , for every arbitrary integer values of u, and v.
We use some auxiliary variables for transforming the above quartic equation to a cubic elliptic curve of the positive rank in the form
where the coefficients F , G, and H, are all functions of h. Since the elliptic curve has positive rank, it has infinitely many rational points which give rise to infinitely many integer solutions for the above equation too.
Proof. Let: A = m − q, B = m + p, C = m + q, and, D = m − p, where all variables are rational numbers. By substituting these variables in the above equation we get
Then after some simplifications and clearing the case m = 0, we get:
We may assume that hp − q = 1, and m 2 = −hp 3 + q 3 . By plugging
2), and some simplifications, we obtain the elliptic curve:
Multiplying both sides of this elliptic curve by (h 3 − h) 2 , and letting
we get the new elliptic curve
Then if for given h, the above elliptic curve has positive rank, by calculating m, p, q, A, B, C, D, from the relations (2.4), (2.5), q = hp − 1, If the rank of the elliptic curve (2.6) is zero, we may replace h by ht 4 , for an appropriate arbitrary rational number t such that the rank of the elliptic curve (2.6) becomes positive. Then, we obtain infinitely many integer solutions for the Diophantine equation ), where the point P is one of the elliptic curve generators, we may obtain a parametric solution for each case of the Diophantine equations by using the new point
. Also by using the new points of infinite order and repeating the above process, we may obtain infinitely many nontrivial parametric solutions for each case of the Diophantine equations. (see [L.W] , page 83, for more information about the computations of r n , s n , t n .) Now the proof of the above theorem is complete. It is interesting to see that , and by writing the positive terms in the one side and the negative terms in the other side, we get n positive terms of fourth powers in the both sides, and then obtain infinitely many nontrivial solutions and infinitely many nontrivial parametric solutions for the Diophantine equation By choosing the other points on the above elliptic curves such as 3P , 4P , · · · , (or changing the value of h, and getting new elliptic curves) we obtain infinitely many solutions for the above Diophantine equation.
The Sage software was used for calculating the rank of the elliptic curves, (see [S.A] ).
